Signalling transduction events involved in agonist-induced PGE2/EP4 receptor externalization in cultured rat dorsal root ganglion neurons.
Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) enriched in inflamed tissues contributes to chronic pain by sensitizing nociceptive dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons (nociceptors). Of four PGE2 receptors (EP1-4), EP4 plays a major role in PGE2-induced nociceptor sensitization. We have previously reported that PGE2 or EP4 agonists stimulated EP4 externalization in cultured DRG neurons and this event contributes to nociceptor sensitization. However, the signalling transduction events governing this event remain unknown. In this study, using antibody-based externalization assay, we examined EP subtypes and multiple signalling transduction events involved in PGE2-induced EP4 externalization in cultured DRG neurons. In addition to EP4 agonist, EP2 agonist, to a lesser extent, also induced EP4 externalization while EP1 and EP3 agonists had no effect. The extracellular and intracellular calcium chelators, the inhibitors of CaMKII, cAMP, PKA, PKC, PKCε, PLC, MAPKs, PI3K and Akt suppressed agonist-induced EP4 externalization. The activator of AC, two PKA-specific cAMP analogues and one Epac-specific cAMP analogue also induced EP4 externalization. ELISA showed that double sequential exposures to EP4 agonists induced a greater release of pain peptide CGRP from cultured DRG neurons than a single exposure, an event blocked by the inhibitor of anterograde transport from ER/Golgi complex to cell surface. Taken together, these data suggest that mobilization of extracellular and intracellular calcium as well as the activation of CaMKII, cAMP/PKA, cAMP/Epac, PKC/PKCε, MAPKs, PI3K-Akt and PLC signalling transduction pathways are involved in agonist-induced EP4 externalization. Agonist-enhanced EP4 externalization increases EP4 cell surface abundance and activity, thus enhancing nociceptor sensitization. This study adds mechanistic information regarding signalling transduction events involved in agonist-induced EP4 cell surface trafficking. EP4 and EP2 (to lesser extent) receptors, extra- and intracellular Ca++ , CaKMII, cAMP, PKA, PKC, PKCε, PLC, MAPK, PI3K and Akt are involved in this event. Agonist-induced EP4 externalization contributes to enhanced nociceptor sensitization.